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Abstract: 

A fast digital image stabilization method based on local binary pattern (LBP) for real time applications is presented. The LBP 

approach utilized in this work enables efficient representation of the image frames in 1-bit depth resolution with colour thresholding 

technique. A simple Boolean exclusive-OR (XOR) based matching criterion is employed to decide global motion vector between 

consecutive image frames. The constant velocity model based Kalman filtering is execut ed on the global motion vectors to obtain 

smoothed frame positions. Experiments show that the proposed approach provides better performance against the methods at the same 

category by requiring lower computational complexity  .In our proposed method we get MSE and RMSE values are 0.00819 ,0.09048 

respectively. In our future work we modified with colour thresholding technique to  get better performance in image stabilization.The 

MSE and RMSE values are 0.00271,0.05210 respectively. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION:  

Electronic image stabilization algorithm based on efficient block 

matching on the plane. This  algorithm uses a hexagonal search 

algorithm, and uses the bit planes to estimate and compensate 

for the translational  motion between video sequences at the 

same time; As for the rotary motion vector generated in the 

video sequences, in  order to highlight the intensity change of 

the image sequence, the algorithm firstly conducts Laplace 

transform for the  reference frame, then select a number of 

characteristics at the image edge to make b lock matching with 

the current  frame, calculate and compensate for the rotational 

movement that as  a result the rmse value reduced into 0.4521 

may exist finally. Through theoretical analysis and simulat ion, 

we prove that, as our LBP is better than for a mixed  

translational and rotational motion video sequences, the 

proposed algorithm can  reduce RMSE The LBP method is 

originally proposed for gray-scale and rotation invariant texture 

classified. It is a non parametric approach which summarizes the 

local spatial structure of the images. In this letter, we present an 

LBP based approach to convert full bit-depth images frames into 

binary images. The proposed LBP based binarization approach 

has lower complexity compared to existing method. After binary 

images are obtained a hardware efficient matching criterion is 

utilized to compute inter-frame translational global mot ion. 

Finally ,rmse value decreased upto 0.09048 and motion vectors 

are smoothed to carry out stabilizat ion. 

             

II. PROPOS ED S YSTEM 

2.1 1BIT DEPTH IMAGE FRAME 

Color depth also known as bit depth, is either the number 

of bits used to indicate the color of a single pixel, in 

a bitmapped image or video frame buffer, or the number of bits 

used for each color component of a single pixel .For consumer 

video standards, such as  High Efficiency Video Coding (H.265), 

the bit depth specifies the number of bits used for each color 

component .When referring to a pixel the concept can be defined 

as bits per pixel (bpp), which specifies the number of bits used. 

When referring to a color component the concept can be defined 

as bits per component, bits per channel, bits per color (all three 

abbreviated bpc), and also bits per pixel component, bits per 

color channel or bits per sample (bps).  Color depth is only one 

aspect of color representation, expressing how finely levels of 

color can be expressed the other aspect is how broad a range of 

colors can be expressed (the gamut). The definition of both color 

precision and gamut is accomplished with a color encoding 

specification which assigns a digital code value to a location in 

a color space.  One important factor which makes the LBP 

approach so flexib le to different types of problems is that the 

topology of the neighborhood from which the LBP features  are 

computed can be different, depending on the needs of the given 

application.The extraction of LBP features is usually done in a 

circular or square neighborhood. A circular neighborhood is 

important especially for rotation-invariant operators. However, 

in some applicat ions, such as face recognition, rotation 

invariance 2is not required, but anisotropic information may be 

important. To explo it this, Liao and Chung used an elliptical 

neighborhood definition, calling their LBP variant an elliptical 

binary pattern (EBP). EBP, and EBP combined with a local 

gradient (contrast) measure, provided improved results in face 

recognition experiments compared to the ordinary LBP. The use 

of different neighborhood topologies (circle, e llipse, parabola, 

hyperbola and Archimedean spiral) and encodings in their 

research on LBP variants for medical image analysis.  

An operator using quinary encoding in an elliptic neighborhood 

(EQP) provided the best performance. To use lines in vert ical 

and horizontal directions for LBP computations. The Local Line 

Binary Pattern (LLBP) method then computes magnitudes by 

calculating the square root from the sum of the squared 

responses in these orthogonal directions. Different ways of using 

bit strings to encode the similarities between patches of pixels, 
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which could capture complementary informat ion to pixel-based 

descriptors. 

 

2.2 OTS U’s METHOD 

In computer vision and image processing, Otsu's method, named 

after Nobuyuki Otsu is used to automatically perform clustering-

based image thresh-holding or, the reduction of a gray  level 

image to a binary image.  The algorithm assumes that the image 

contains two classes of pixels following bi-modal histogram 

(foreground pixels and background pixels), it then calculates the 

optimum threshold separating the two classes so that their 

combined spread (intra-class variance) is minimal, or 

equivalently (because the sum of pairwise squared distances is 

constant), so that their inter-class variance is maximal.  

Consequently, Otsu's method is roughly a one-dimensional, 

discrete analog of Fisher's  Discriminant  Analysis. They 

proposed a Three-Patch LBP (TPLBP) and Four- Patch-LBP 

(FPLBP), which have borrowed some ideas from the Center-

Symmetric LBP (CS LBP) described earlier. For each pixel in 

TPLBP, for example, a w ×w patch centered at the pixel and S 

additional patches distributed uniformly in a ring of rad ius r 

around it are considered. Then, the values for pairs of patches 

located on the circle at a specified distance apart are compared 

with those of the central patch.  

The value of a single bit is set according to which of the two 

patches is more similar to the central patch. The code produced 

will have S b its per pixel. In FPLBP, two rings centered on the 

pixel were used instead of one ring in TPLBP. Instead of using 

the value of the center pixel for thresholding in the local 

neighborhood, other techniques have also been considered. 

Median Binary Pattern (MBP) operator by thresholding the local 

pixel values, including the center pixel, against the median 

(MBP) within the neighborhood.  

   
Fig 2.1: Proposed block Diagram 

 

The so-called Improved LBP, on the other hand, compares the 

values of the neighboring pixels against the mean gray level of 

the local neighborhood. A negative side is that the histograms 

for the methods using median or mean values for thresholding  

have 512 bins instead of 256 b ins of the basic LBP.  

A drawback of the LBP method, as well as of all local 

descriptors that apply vector quantization, is that they are not 

robust in the sense that a small change in the input image would 

always cause a small change in the output. LBP may not work 

properly for noisy images or on flat image areas of constant gray 

level. This is due to the thresholding scheme of the operator. In 

order to make the LBP more robust against these negligib le 

changes in pixel values, the thresholding scheme of the 

 
Fig2.2: Different Binary Pattern Configuration  

The term s(gp−gc) with the term s(gp−gc+ a). The bigger the 

value of |a| is, the bigger changes in pixel values are allowed 

without affecting the thresholding results. In order to retain the 

discriminative power of the LBP operator, a relatively small 

value should be used. In the experiments a was given a value of 

3. An advantage of this robust LBP compared to the three-

valued LBPs described below is that the feature vector length 

remains the same as in the ordinary LBP. A similar thresholding 

approach was also adopted to improve the robustness of CS.  In 

ternary encoding the difference between the center pixel and a 

neighboring pixel is encoded by three values (1, 0 or −1) 

according to a threshold T. The ternary pattern is divided into 

two binary patterns taking into account its positive and negative 

components. The histograms from these components computed 

over a region are then concatenated. Note that LTP resembles 

the texture spectrum operator, which also used a three-valued 

output instead of two.  

The effects of different encodings of the local grayscale 

differences, using binary (B), ternary (T) and a quinary (Q) 

encodings . In binary coding, the difference between a 

neighboring pixel and the center pixel is encoded by two values 

(0 and 1) like in LBP, in ternary encoding it is encoded by three 

values as in LTP, and in quinary encoding by five values (−2,−1, 

0, 1, 2) according to two thresholds (T1 and T2). A quinary code 

can be split into four binary LBP codes. In experiments with 

three different types of medical images the elongated quinary 

patterns (EQP) using elliptical neighborhoods provided the best 

overall performance. 

The intensity scale invariant property of a local comparison 

operator is very important for example in background modeling, 

because illumination variations, either global or local, often 

cause sudden changes of gray scale intensities of neighboring 

pixels simultaneously, which would approximately be a scale 

transform with a constant factor. Therefore, a Scale Invariant 

Local Ternary Pattern (SILTP) operator was developed for 

dealing with the gray scale intensity changes in complex 

background. Given any pixel location (xc, yc), SILTP encodes it 

as 

                         

 
Fig2.3: Orig inal Images 

 

Since each comparison can result in one of three values, SILTP 

encodes I with two bits (with “11” undefined). The scale 

invariance of SILTP operator can be easily verified. The 

advantage of SILTP operator is in three fold. First, it is 

computationally efficient, which causes only one more 

comparison than LBP for each neighbor. Second, by introducing 

a tolerate range like LTP, the SILTP operator is robust to local 

image noise within a range. Especially in the shadowed area, the 

region is darker and contains more noise, in which SILTP is 

tolerable while local comparison results of LBP would be 

affected more.  Finally, the scale invariance property makes 
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SILTP robust to illumination changes. Assuming linear camera 

response, the SILTP feature is invariant if the illumination is 

suddenly changed from darker to brighter or vice versa. Besides, 

SILTP is robust when a soft shadow covers a background 

region, because the soft cast shadow reserves the background 

texture informat ion but tends to be darker than the local 

background region with a scale factor. A downside of the 

methods mentioned above using one or two thresholds is that the 

methods are not strictly invariant to local monotonic gray level 

changes as the original LBP. 

Direction coded LBP (dLBP) is related to CS LBP operator, but 

uses also center pixel info rmation fo r encoding. Intensity 

variation along each of the four basic directions is coded into 

two bits. The first bit encodes whether the center pixel is an 

extrema and the second bit encodes whether difference of border 

pixels compared to the center pixel grows or falls. Experiments 

with face detection, car detection and gender recognition 

problems showed the efficiency of their approach. 

 
Fig2.4: 1Bit Depth Image 

 

In statistics and image processing, to smooth a data set is to 

create an approximat ing function that attempts to capture 

important patterns in the data, while leaving out noise or other 

fine-scale structures/rapid phenomena.  In smoothing, the data 

points of a signal are modified so individual points (presumably 

because of noise) are reduced, and points that are lower than the 

adjacent points are increased leading to a smoother signal. 

Smoothing may be used in two important ways that can aid in 

data analysis by being able to extract more information from the 

data as long as the assumption of smoothing is reasonable by 

being able to provide analyses that are both flexible and robust. 

Many different algorithms are used in smoothing. Smoothing 

may be d istinguished from the re lated and partially overlapping 

concept of curve fitting in the following ways: curve fitting 

often involves the use of an explicit function form for the result, 

whereas the immediate results from smoothing are the 

"smoothed" values with no later use made of a functional form if 

there is one; The aim of smoothing is to give a general idea of 

relatively slow changes of value with little  attention paid to the 

close matching of data values, while curve fitting concentrates 

on achieving as close a match as poss ible. 

Kalman filtering, also known as linear quadratic estimation 

(LQE), is an algorithm that uses a series of measurements 

observed over time, containing statistical noise and other 

inaccuracies, and produces estimates of unknown variables that 

tend to be more precise than those based on a single 

measurement alone, by using Bayesian inference and estimating 

a joint probability distribution over the variables for each 

timeframe. The filter is named after Rudolf E. Kalman, one of 

the primary developers of its theory. The Kalman filter has 

numerous applications in technology. A common application is 

for guidance, navigation and control of vehicles, particularly 

aircraft and spacecraft. Furthermore, the Kalman filter is a 

widely applied concept in time series  analysis used in fields such 

as signal processing and econometrics.  Kalman filters also are 

one of the main topics in the field of robotic motion planning 

and control, and they are sometimes included in trajectory 

optimization. The Kalman filter has also found use in modeling 

the central nervous system's control of movement. Due to the 

time delay between issuing motor commands and receiving 

sensory feedback, use of the Kalman filter provides the needed 

model for making estimates of the current state of the motor 

system and issuing updated commands. The algorithm works in 

a two-step process. In the prediction step, the Kalman filter 

produces estimates of the current state variables, along with their 

uncertainties. Once the outcome of the next measurement 

(necessarily corrupted with some amount of erro r, including 

random noise) is observed, these estimates are updated using a 

weighted average, with more weight being given to estimates 

with higher certainty. The algorithm is recursive. It can run in 

real time, using only the present input measurements and the 

previously calculated state and its uncertainty matrix; no 

additional past information is required. The Kalman filter does 

not require any assumption that the errors are Gaussian. 

However, the filter y ields the exact conditional probability 

estimate in the special case that all errors are Gaussian-

distributed. Extensions and generalizations to the method have 

also been developed, such as the extended Kalman filter and the 

unscented Kalman  filter which work on nonlinear systems. The 

underlying model is a Bayesian model similar to a hidden 

Markov model but where the state space of the latent variables is 

continuous and where all latent and observed variables have 

Gaussian distributions. Smoothing methods often have an 

associated tuning parameter which is used to control the extent 

of smoothing. Curve fitt ing will adjust any number of 

parameters of the function to obtain the 'best' fit   

. 

4.3 COLOUR THRES HOLDING 

 Co lour threshold takes a color image IM as its input, and lets 

the user selects the thresholding  method. The function returns a 

color thresholded image out of the same size as IM, total number 

of colors in N, and the center of colors in CTS.  

 

  COLORTHRES HOLD supports seven different gray-scale 

thresholding  methods: 

   Summary of different gray-scale thresholding methods you 

can select            

    

   OTSU   using the OTSU's method 

   LE         using Local Entropy Method 

   JE          using Joint Entropy Method 

   GE         using Globle Entropy Method 

   LRE       using Local Relative Entropy Method 

   JRE        using Joint Relative Entropy Method 

   GRE      using Globle Relative Entropy Method 

 

4.4 MOTION ES TIMATION 

Motion estimation is the process of determining motion vectors 

that describe the transformation from one 2D image to another; 

usually from adjacent frames in a video sequence. It is an ill-

posed problem as the motion is in three dimensions but the 

images are a project ion of the 3D scene onto a 2D  

plane. 
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4.4 MOTION CORRECTION 

Motion correction process is used correct the edges in neighbor 

pixels. It combine previous frames with  next frames as a result 

we get the corrected mot ion image.  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

4.5MULTIS CALE ANALYS IS 

From a signal processing point of view, the sparse sampling 

used by multiscale LBP operators may not result in an adequate 

representation of the signal, resulting in aliasing effects. Due to 

this some low-pass filtering would be needed to make the 

operator more robust. From the statistical point of v iew, 

however, even sparse sampling is acceptable provided that the 

number of samples is large enough.  In the first method 

Gaussian low-pass filters are used in collect ing texture 

informat ion from a larger area than the original single pixel. The 

filters and sampling position were designed to cope the 

neighborhood as well as possible while minimizing the 

redundant information. With this approach, the radii of the LBP 

operators used in the multi resolution version grow 

exponentially.  They also proposed another way of encoding 

arbitrarily large neighborhoods with cellular automata. It was 

used in compactly encoding even 12- scale LBP operators. A 

feature vector containing marginal distributions of LBP codes 

and cellular automation rules was used as a texture descriptor. In 

experiments, however, no clear improvement was obtained 

compared to the basic multi-scale approach.  Another extension 

of multiscale LBP operator is the multiscale block local binary 

pattern (MB-LBP) which has gained popularity especially in 

facial image analysis. The key idea of MB-LBP is to compare 

average pixel values within s mall blocks instead of comparing 

pixel values. The operator always considers 8 neighbors, 

producing labels from 0 to 255. For instance, if the block size is 

3 × 3 p ixels, the corresponding MB-LBP operator compares the 

average gray value of the center block to the average values of 

the 8 neighboring blocks of the same size, thus the effective area 

of the operator is 9 × 9 pixels.  Instead of the fixed uniform 

pattern mapping, MB-LBP has been proposed to be used with a 

mapping that is dynamically learned from a training data. In this 

mapping, the N most often occurring MB-LBP patterns receive 

labels 0, . . . , N − 1, and all the remaining patterns share a single 

label.  The number of labels, and consequently the length of the 

MB-LBP histogram is a parameter the user can set. A 

straightforward way for mult iscale analysis is to utilize a 

pyramid of the input image computed at different resolutions, 

and then concatenate LBP distributions computed from different 

levels of the pyramid.  

It is obtained by executing the LBP on different layers of image 

pyramid, allowing to extract both micro and macro structures 

from textures. Five templates are used for creating the pyramid. 

The first one is a 2D Gaussian function used to smooth the 

image.  

Other four anisotropic filters  are used to create anisotropic sub 

images of the pyramid in four directions. Good res ults are 

reported for the Outex textures, but the processing time is much 

higher than in the original LBP. A pairwise-coupled 

reformulation of LBP-type classification was used which 

involves selecting single point features for each pair of classes to 

form compact, contextually-relevant multiscale predicates 

known as Multiscale Selected Local Binary Features (MSLBF).  

 

4.6 FEATURE EXTRACTION  

It has been shown by many studies that the dimensionality of the 

LBP distribution can be effectively decreased by reducing the 

number of neighboring pixels or by selecting a subset of bins 

available. In many cases a properly chosen subset of LBP 

patterns can perform better than the whole set of patterns. 
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Already the early studies on LBP indicated that in some 

problems considering only four neighbors of the center pixel 

(i.e . 16 b ins) can provide almost as good results as eight 

neighbors (256 bins). In addition to the uniform patterns they 

also considered a method based on beam search in which, 

starting from one, the size of the pattern set is iteratively  

increased up to a specified dimension D, and the best B pattern 

sets produced so far are always considered.  In their experiments 

the method based on feature selection by beam search performed 

better than the whole set of patterns or the uniform patterns 

when classifying tilted textures and using non-tilted samples for 

training. As a measure of correlation, the information-theoretic 

concept of symmetric uncertainty is used. When applied to the 

LBP features, FCBF reduced their number from 107,000 down 

to 120. Patterns are assigned different levels of symmetry based 

on the number of ones or zeros they contain. By definit ion these 

symmetry levels are rotation invariant.  

 

III. RES ULTS AND DISCUSS ION 

We are implementing the above mentioned process to get the 

following results .They are run the video application and get the 

outputs in step by step. 

 

 
 

Fig 3.1: Input video 

 

 
Fig 3.2: Color Composite of affine and s -R-t transform 

 

 

 
Fig 3.3: 1 bit depth proposed LBP 

 

 
Fig 3.4: Difference Of A and B Frame 

 

 
Fig 3.5: Finalized Stabilization Output 

 

IV. CONCLUS ION AND FUTURE WORK: 

 In this work implemented a fast digital image stabilization 

method based on local binary pattern (LBP) with video 

application. The analyze and implemented LBP in the video 

frames in 1-bit depth resolution with colour  thresholding  

technique. The proposed approach has better performance when 

compared to existing method. In the future work to additionally 

the feature and improve its performance.  
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